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AUTHOR’S NOTE

THIS BOOK is an attempt to tell part of the story of how the Americans chose their
President in 1960.
For no man can tell it all—either now or much later. The transaction in power by
which a President is chosen is so vastly complicated that even those most intimately
involved in it, even those who seek the office, can never know more than a fragment
of it. For it is the nature of politics that men must always act on the basis of uncertain
fact, must make their judgments in haste on the basis of today’s report by instinct and
experience shaped years before in other circumstances. Were it otherwise, then politics
would not be what they are now—the art of government and leadership; politics would
be an exact science in which our purposes and destiny could be left to great
impersonal computers.
It was my thought that though later historians would tell the story of the quest for
power in 1960 in more precise terms with greater wealth of established fact, there
might, nonetheless, be some permanent value in the effort of a contemporary reporter
to catch the mood and the strains, the weariness, elation and uncertainties of the men
who sought to lead America in the decade of the sixties. For, to me, the central fact of
politics has always been the quality of leadership under the pressure of great forces.
The reading I have made here of the seven men who in 1960 aspired to govern the
American people is an entirely personal one, and many will disagree. Yet it is the best
that this citizen could make. I began this book in the fall of 1959 and tried to follow as
many of the men involved as I could, both in travel and in thought, from then until
November 8th, 1960. I have spent the months since putting on paper what I saw and
learned in these travels.
There are all too many people who helped me to list them all by name. And there is
a further complication in contemporary political reporting. A historian must list his
sources and attribute fact to exact reference. But a reporter’s obligation is to protect
the privacy of those who have befriended him with information. Therefore, since I
wrote this book as a reporter, rather than giving an unbalanced table of
acknowledgments, I prefer to leave all my kind and generous friends unmentioned
except as text and footnote make specific reference.
I cannot, however, fail to invite the reader’s attention to two of my associates who
have been absolutely essential in giving this story whatever readable merit it may
have. They are Chouteau Dyer, whose reportorial skills and even greater skill in the
rhythm of our language, have contributed so much; and Shirley Farmer, whose
judgment, grace and encouragement have stimulated and sustained so large a part of
this effort.
Beyond that, I owe two general acknowledgments:
First, to the politicians of America—men whom I have found over the long years
the pleasantest, shrewdest and generally the most honorable of companions. Their
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counsel, Republican and Democrat alike in state after state, has shaped every page of
this book.
Second, I must thank my comrades of the press—whose reporting at every level of
American politics purifies, protects and refreshes our system from year to year.
Without their shared confidences and magnificent public dispatches the writing of this
book would have been entirely impossible.
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FOREWORD

Robert Dallek
In 1961, when Theodore White (his friends called him Teddy) published The Making
of the President 1960, he had already established a reputation as a prominent journalist
who not only reported events but also tried to influence them. As a Harvard graduate
in 1938 with a major in Chinese history, White won a fellowship that took him to
Chungking, China, where he shortly became Time magazine’s correspondent. Eager to
provide honest accounts of tumultuous wartime events, including the corruption of and
simmering revolutionary opposition to Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist regime, White
clashed with Chiang’s censors and Henry Luce, Time’s publisher, whose editors
whitewashed White’s accounts of Nationalist failings.
White went on to write Thunder Out of China, a book that told the ugly truth about
Chiang’s repressive and increasingly unpopular government. White’s revelations
echoed the complaints of U.S. Foreign Service officers in China, who foresaw the
Nationalist collapse in a civil war with Mao Zedong’s Communists.
White spent six years in Europe between 1948 and 1953 reporting on the evolving
Cold War. But his passion to shape, as much as to record, events brought him back to
the United States, where he aimed to explain the nation’s changing political culture.
He saw no better way to understand and then educate the public about contemporary
affairs than by a pioneering account of a presidential election. And 1960 seemed like
an especially good moment: the contest between Richard Nixon, the first sitting vice
president to run for the presidency since Martin Van Buren in 1836 and the first
Californian to reach for the White House, and John F. Kennedy, a candidate who could
become the first Catholic and youngest man ever elected to the office, made 1960 a
landmark occasion.
The Making of the President 1960, which appeared in 1961, was an instant
bestseller that was lauded as “revolutionizing political reporting.” In the past,
newspapers and magazines had assigned journalists to cover the day-to-day
developments in campaigns, but White was the first to convert such coverage into an
instant book. It became the most successful of four presidential election volumes that
covered the next three campaigns as well.
In his introduction to a 1988 reissue of this first installment in the series, New York
Times columnist James Reston described the book’s enduring impact, noting that
White “didn’t cover only the candidates, he covered America.” As Reston saw it, and
as White intended, the book was a window on a changing nation.
From the perspective of 2009, White’s recounting of the 1960 contest is both a
history and an artifact of its era. White certainly captured the drama of this closest of
elections. His pen portraits of John Kennedy and Richard Nixon and their rivals for the
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nomination—Adlai Stevenson, Hubert Humphrey, Lyndon Johnson, and Stuart
Symington in the Democratic camp and Nelson Rockefeller on the Republican side—
remain demonstrations of White’s mastery of biographical detail. But it wasn’t only
the candidates for the highest office he brought to life; it was also the men around
them: JFK’s brothers, Bobby and Ted; Ted Sorensen, Kennedy’s speechwriter; and
Kennedy’s Boston mafia and Nixon’s California associates, who managed and
implemented the campaigns.
There is much in White’s book that has taken a permanent place in the histories and
biographies covering the 1960 election. His descriptions of the Democratic primaries,
both party’s conventions, the Nixon-Kennedy debates, the campaign strategies each
side used to put the other in an unfavorable light, including their respective responses
to civil rights and the black vote, and the analysis of the final tally remain essential
reading in any effort to grasp the struggle for ballots and the outcome that gave
Kennedy an advantage of one tenth of a point, 49.7 percent to 49.6 percent for Nixon,
with another 0.7 percent of the vote going to other candidates.
White’s memorable description of the differences between Kennedy and Nixon
before the cameras in the first debate resonates still: Kennedy was “calm and nerveless
in appearance. The Vice-President, by contrast, was tense, almost frightened, at turns
glowering and, occasionally, haggard-looking to the point of sickness…. The VicePresident as he half slouched, his ‘Lazy Shave’ powder faintly streaked with sweat, his
eyes exaggerated hollows of blackness, his jaws, jowls, and face drooping with strain.”
White’s descriptions of the men continue to be the strongest appeal of the book.
As a history, the book does have certain understandable limits. It illustrates Arnold
Toynbee’s observation that the historian trying to understand the present is like the
man with his nose pressed against the mirror trying to see his whole body. Some of its
omissions are notable in retrospect: on the great issues of the day—the alleged missile
gap between the United States and the Soviet Union, dealings with Fidel Castro’s
Cuba, the downturn in the national economy, the struggle for black equality, medical
insurance for seniors, and federal aid to education—students of 1960 would have to
wait for later studies.
This was also true of the hidden side of both campaigns. If White knew about
Kennedy’s compulsive womanizing, he left it unsaid, as did all other mainstream
journalists at the time; they operated by the mores of 1960 and confined such
information to private conversations. Likewise, if White knew that JFK had several
serious health problems, he also kept them under wraps. It seems more likely,
however, that Kennedy’s nine hospitalizations in the 1950s, aside from back surgeries
which were public knowledge, were some of those “established facts” that would only
come to light forty-two years later.
Nor will these be the last revelations about Kennedy the man and candidate in
1960. A five-hundred-page oral history that Jacqueline Kennedy placed under seal at
the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library will not be opened until fifty years after her
death, another thirty-five years from now. I asked the library director whether
biographers and historians will find Mrs. Kennedy’s recollections of interest, and she
replied, without revealing any of the contents, “You bet!”
Perhaps the book’s greatest weakness is its romantic depiction of President
Kennedy as a kind of knight in shining armor. White ascribed to him extraordinary
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powers of understanding and foresight. By the time of his election, White believed that
Kennedy had “mastered, all the power brokers and power forms that stir internal
American politics.” He was “also the nation’s chief educator, the chief persuader, the
nation’s master politician.” White put the presidency itself on a pedestal: “Presidential
duties,” he wrote, were “book length…. On and on, endlessly, runs the catalogue of
presidential duties and powers.” But it wasn’t only Kennedy and the authority vested
in his office that made the presidency special: The candidate was surrounded by
advisers so well-suited to their posts, White ventured, “that when crisis happens all
necessary information is instantly available, all alternate courses already plotted. Only
rarely is there danger of major, irrevocable stupidity.”
One can only wonder how this portrait struck readers after Kennedy’s early failure
at the Bay of Pigs in April 1961, when nearly 1,500 Cuban exiles were either killed or
captured in an abortive attempt to topple Castro’s regime. The Kennedy
administration’s central part in training, supplying, and transporting the invaders was
transparent and greatly embarrassing to the president, who asked himself, “How could
I have been so stupid?”
In some respects, White’s starry-eyed portrait of the president reflected the times.
At the dawn of the 1960s, the country was yearning for a sense of direction and
inspired leadership. Although Dwight Eisenhower remained popular as he left office in
January 1961, the country was in a sour mood; a recession at home and Soviet claims
to superiority abroad underscored by its ability to circumnavigate the globe with the
Sputnik satellite troubled millions of Americans. The press and the Congress described
a sense of urgency about redefining America’s national purpose. For White, one
purpose of The Making of the President 1960 was to serve as a form of cheerleading—
a way to remind the country that its institutions and leadership were unequaled around
the world.
All this, of course, came in the days before Lyndon Johnson’s credibility gap, the
failure in Vietnam that cost the United States more than 58,000 military deaths, the
Watergate scandal leading to Nixon’s 1974 resignation from the presidency for abuse
of power, Gerald Ford’s and Jimmy Carter’s relatively unsuccessful one-term
presidencies, the Iran-Contra revelations during Ronald Reagan’s administration,
George H. W. Bush’s ineffective response to an economic downturn that cost him the
presidency in 1992, Bill Clinton’s impeachment, and George W. Bush’s unpopular Iraq
war and the worst recession since the Great Depression that made him one of the least
successful presidents in American history.
White himself was not unmindful of the limitations of writing history as it
happened: “Though later historians would tell the story of the quest for power in 1960
in more precise terms with greater wealth of established fact,” he wrote in a later
author’s note, “there might, nonetheless, be some permanent value in the effort of a
contemporary reporter to catch the mood and the strains, the weariness, the elation and
uncertainties of the men who sought to lead America in the decade of the sixties.”
The disillusioning events of the past five decades made 2008 an election year when
Barack Obama’s emphasis on renewed hope and campaign slogan “Yes, we can”
seemed reminiscent of Kennedy’s 1960 promise to lead the country on to a “New
Frontier.” If White were writing The Making of the President 2008, one can imagine
that it would have more than faint echoes of his 1960 book—depicting Obama and his
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spirited appeals to the national resolve to overcome its current challenges at home and
abroad as a resumption of the crusade John Kennedy launched to secure the country’s
future peace and prosperity.
The wealth of detail that White was able to gather so quickly—and synthesize into
his vivid narrative—continues to make The Making of the President 1960 a valuable
source on the election and an influential document in American political writing.
Although instant coverage of presidential campaigns by cable networks and bloggers
have since become commonplace, none of these can replicate the more considered
discussion of an election contest that a four-hundred-page book can offer. White set a
standard that neither television nor the Internet can replace. It may be that this reissue
will inspire future journalists to return to his form—mindful of both the strengths and
challenges it involves. A renaissance of long-form political narrative could once again
enrich our understanding of how presidents gain America’s greatest political prize.
Washington, D.C.
July 9, 2009
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CHAPTER ONE

WAITING

I

invisible, as always.
They had begun to vote in the villages of New Hampshire at midnight, as they
always do, seven and a half hours before the candidate rose. His men had canvassed
Hart’s Location in New Hampshire days before, sending his autographed picture to
each of the twelve registered voters in the village. They knew that they had five votes
certain there, that Nixon had five votes certain—and that two were still undecided. Yet
it was worth the effort, for Hart’s Location’s results would be the first flash of news on
the wires to greet millions of voters as they opened their morning papers over coffee.
But from there on it was unpredictable—invisible.
By the time the candidate left his Boston hotel at 8:30, several million had already
voted across the country—in schools, libraries, churches, stores, post offices. These,
too, were invisible, but it was certain that at this hour the vote was overwhelmingly
Republican. On election day America is Republican until five or six in the evening. It
is in the last few hours of the day that working people and their families vote, on their
way home from work or after supper; it is then, at evening, that America goes
Democratic if it goes Democratic at all. All of this is invisible, for it is the essence of
the act that as it happens it is a mystery in which millions of people each fit one
fragment of a total secret together, none of them knowing the shape of the whole.
What results from the fitting together of these secrets is, of course, the most
awesome transfer of power in the world—the power to marshal and mobilize, the
power to send men to kill or be killed, the power to tax and destroy, the power to
create and the responsibility to do so, the power to guide and the responsibility to heal
—all committed into the hands of one man. Heroes and philosophers, brave men and
vile, have since Rome and Athens tried to make this particular manner of transfer of
power work effectively; no people has succeeded at it better, or over a longer period of
time, than the Americans. Yet as the transfer of this power takes place, there is nothing
to be seen except an occasional line outside a church or school, or a file of people
fidgeting in the rain, waiting to enter the booths. No bands play on election day, no
troops march, no guns are readied, no conspirators gather in secret headquarters. The
noise and the blare, the bands and the screaming, the pageantry and oratory of the long
fall campaign, fade on election day. All the planning is over, all effort spent. Now the
candidates must wait.
The candidate drove from his hotel at the head of his cavalcade to the old
abandoned West End branch of the Boston Public Library. Here in these reading
rooms, the countless immigrants and their children of Boston’s West End for two
generations had, until a year ago, first set their feet on the ladder that was to take them
T WAS
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up and out of the slums. Now, deserted and desolate, the empty library was the
balloting place of the Third Precinct, Sixth Ward, and here at 8:43 he voted, signing
the register as John F. Kennedy of 122 Bowdoin Street, Boston.
He was tense, it seemed, as he voted, thronged and jostled by the same adhesive
train of reporters who had followed him, thronging and jostling, for three months
across the country; only now his wife was with him in the press, and he was
uncomfortable at how the pushing might affect her, she being eight months pregnant.
He let himself be photographed as he came from the booth, and then the last cavalcade
began, in familiar campaign order—photographers’ car first, candidate’s car second
(the top of the convertible shut, for he did not want his wife to catch cold), security car
next, three press buses following. It moved swiftly out of the West End, down through
the grimy blight of Scollay Square, under the tunnel to East Boston and the airport.
This had been his first political conquest—the Eleventh Congressional District of
Massachusetts, immigrants’ land, full of Irish, Italians, Jews, some Negroes, few
Yankees.
For a full year of journeys he had bounded up the steps of this same airplane in a
grace act that had become familiar to all his trailing entourage—a last handshake to
dignitaries, an abrupt turning away and quickstep run up the stairs, a last easy fling of
the hand in farewell to the crowd cheering his departure, and then into the cozy
homelike Mother Ship and security.
This morning he walked up the stairs slowly, a dark-blue mohair overcoat over his
gray suit, bareheaded, slightly stooped. He was very tired. He paused at the top of the
stairs and, still stooped, turned away. Then he slowly turned back to the door but made
no gesture. Then he disappeared. He was off to Hyannisport: a quick flight of twentyfive minutes; no disturbance; the plane full of messages of congratulation; the
welcoming group at the Cape shrunk to a few score—and no more speeches to make.
As he arrived at Hyannisport, accompanied by more than a hundred correspondents
and more than eighty staff members from the other planes, the tension broke
ridiculously for a moment. Many of this group had followed him now for some 44,000
miles of campaigning since Labor Day, and one of the reporters, strained, caught him,
insisting she was being prevented from observing him closely, deprived of her proper
rotation in the “pool” choice of reporters who are closest to him. Gravely, and because
he was fond of her and knew her to be devoted to him, and because, moreover, this is a
man who never forgets either friend or enemy, he turned and said, “You and I will
never be apart, Mary.” And yet he knew, and everyone knew, that if his hope, which
she shared, came true, he would be apart, unreachably, from these people who had
been his friends.
A honking cavalcade of local politicians had gathered to lead him through the
town. But he could not face one more campaign trip and, turning to a car driven by his
cousin, Anne Gargan, he asked her to drive him to his family’s summer cottages,
already surrounded and barricaded by police. On the way orders were given to the
police escort to separate the huge press train from his own car as he drove home. It
was the first time anyone could remember that he had sought such isolation this year.
When he came again to greet the press and people, he would be the next President,
close to no one. Or else he would be an also-ran, a footnote in the history books. Now
there was nothing to do but wait.
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Hyannisport sparkled in the sun that day, as did all New England. Hyannisport is
the name of a hundred-odd cottages and summer homes that sprawl along the edges of
Nantucket Sound just west and adjacent to the village of Hyannis (population not quite
6,000), which is part of Barnstable Township, county seat of Barnstable County, and
summer center of the most fashionable area of Cape Cod’s summer season. The houses
are large and roomy, clapboard and shingle, white and brown, separated from one
another across well-tended lawns by hedges or New England stone walls. Hyannisport
was molded in the best and simplest of the old New England manner, its homes less
ostentatious and snugger in style than the summer homes of the Long Island Hamptons
that catch the overflow of New York’s wealthy. For generations the good families of
Boston had built these homes for solid comfort; the Kennedys, thirty-two years ago,
were the first of the Irish to invade its quiet. A large compound encloses a number of
homes at the end of Scudder Avenue where it reaches to the water; there Joseph P.
Kennedy had bought a seventeen-room house to shelter his amazing brood of children.
As the years passed, his son Jack had bought another house within the same
compound, a few hundred feet away; and a few years later another son, Bobby, had
acquired a third. Together the three houses form a triangle on a smooth green lawn that
runs off into the dune grass before plunging to the sands of the beach. (Today the
father’s home flew the American flag at full mast.)
The local community had never been too happy about the Kennedys, aliens and
intruders, and though some, particularly those who lived close, had become friends,
most of the neighbors had been upset during the summer of 1960 when, after the
nomination, the horde of newspapermen, staff, and curiosity-driven sight-seers that
always surrounds a candidate boiled up in their quiet streets. The Civic Committee had
met informally to control this development after the Los Angeles Convention; indeed,
they suggested to the police that Hyannisport be totally sealed off from the public; the
police had said that was impossible. Some members threatened to hold a protest
meeting. To appease their resentment, Jacqueline Kennedy had begun the construction
of a wooden palisade on Irving Avenue, where her front door is exactly thirteen feet
from the road. But when her husband returned from the nomination, he ordered that
the building of the palisade be stopped. He would do anything he could to cooperate
with the Committee short of leaving Hyannisport; but this had been his home; he had
spent his boyhood summers there; he planned to keep it as his home. So only a halffinished wooden palisade, a white-picket fence and a dozen local policemen separated
the three cottages from the cars that carried the gawkers and peerers. The police were
polite, efficient and cooperative; Barnstable Township was doing its best—even
though that day it was voting Nixon over Kennedy by 4,515 to 2,783.
Now in November, the New England hardwoods—oak, elm and maple—had given
up their color with their leaves, and the scrub pine of the Cape were beginning to show
branch tips wind-burned and hurricane-scorched to a rust brown. A slight offshore
breeze blew off the surfless waters; the dune grass and the feather-gray tufts of beach
rushes bent gently to the breeze. A single gull wheeled over the house and the beach
most of the morning, dipping toward the water when a glint suggested food. The sky
was pure, the weather still a comfortable few degrees above freezing; the scudding
white clouds were to break up by evening as the breeze freshened.
The weather was clear all across Massachusetts and New England, perfect for
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voting as far as the crest of the Alleghenies. But from Michigan through Illinois and
the Northern Plains states it was cloudy: rain in Detroit and Chicago, light snow
falling in some states on the approaches of the Rockies. The South was enjoying
magnificently balmy weather which ran north as far as the Ohio River; so, too, was the
entire Pacific Coast. The weather and the year’s efforts were to call out the greatest
free vote in the history of this or any other country—68,832,818 in all, 11 per cent
more than was called out in 1956.
But there was nothing to do about it now. The people were already voting, their
myriad impulses, intuitions, educations, heritages, fears and hopes creating the answer
at the moment.
And so the candidate was restless.
He breakfasted at his father’s house (across the lawn from his own), where nine of
the Kennedy clan had already gathered at the board: he and his wife; his father and
mother; brother Robert and sister-in-law Ethel; brother Edward and sister-in-law Joan;
and brother-in-law Peter Lawford. In the next few hours of the morning all the rest
were to arrive—sister Eunice Shriver and brother-in-law Sargent Shriver; sister Pat
Lawford; sister Jean and brother-in-law Stephen Smith.
The candidate finished quickly, and trying to find a place where he might be alone
to unwind, he went back to his own cottage and sat briefly on the porch in the sun,
huddled under his overcoat against the chill, exhausted from the months that had
passed. An aide approached him and chatted—they talked about D-Day; and the aide
remembers his talking about the quality of waiting on that longest day, and Rommel. A
newspaper plane flicked down over the house as they talked, slipping within 200 feet
of the porch to get his photograph—if he were President-elect tomorrow, no plane
would be allowed within thousands of feet of him. Some of his neighbors sent through
the guards a horseshoe of red roses ten feet high for luck; it was passed on to him
without inspection—no such gift would reach his hands again if he were elected,
unless the Secret Service unwired and searched it for explosives. He remembered
something he had forgotten, and sent a messenger to the plane to fetch it. It was an
enormous sack of toys he was bringing back from his year-long journeyings for
Caroline, his three-year-old daughter; the teddy bear, wrapped in a cellophane sack,
was almost as big as Caroline herself. The returning messenger remembers the warm
aroma of Brown Betty baking in the kitchen when he arrived. Briefly his father, Joseph
P. Kennedy, came across the lawn to visit; someone observed the father’s cupping grip
on his son’s clenched fist, but no one caught what they said.
At noon a troop of photographers arrived to photograph him ceremonially, and he
gave them, as they described it, a taut, tense ten minutes. He emerged minutes later
from his cottage, leading Caroline by the hand, and found his younger brothers, Bobby
and Teddy, two activists, throwing a football back and forth on the lawn. He beckoned
for the football and tossed it back and forth with them for a few minutes, Caroline
watching; then he disappeared again into his own house to lunch alone with his wife.
He was restless still, and after lunch he came across the lawn, dressed in a heavy
sweater over a sports shirt and tan slacks (of his two shoes, one was glossily polished
as usual—the other scuffed and dirty), to visit the command post set up in brother
Bobby’s cottage where an electronic tangle of thirty telephones, four wire-service
teletype machines, and direct wires across the country had been established for the
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evening’s vigil. Then, at 3:30 in the afternoon, he went back to his own cottage to try
to nap.
It was fifteen minutes later by Pacific Coast Time, or 3:45, when Richard Nixon
went back to his hotel room in Los Angeles to try to nap, too. The returns were
beginning to come in; they were unreadable for both—yet disturbing. Nothing would
be clear until early evening, if then.
A mile and a half away, at Hyannis’ National Guard Armory, some 250 men and
women of the local, national and international press had assembled—as had a similar
group in Los Angeles, at the Ambassador Hotel—to prepare to report the reception of
the night’s tidings by the possible next President.
Two advance men of the Kennedy staff had appeared in Hyannis only a week
before to convert this summer resort of the Cape, now largely shuttered and closed for
the winter, into one of the two election capitals upon which the world would wait for
news of the next American President. They had worked not only diligently but
brilliantly, for the Democratic National Committee was at this point insolvent, and the
total sum that could be allowed for operations in Hyannis was $800.00. If the
Democrats lost, even this was too much, adding to a hopeless deficit.
The two advance men had persuaded the Massachusetts National Guard to make
available the Armory as press and communications center. A local television dealer
was persuaded to contribute a dozen TV sets for use in the Armory and the Kennedy
cottages. Western Union and American Telephone and Telegraph Company installed
the hundred-odd special long-distance lines and fifty-odd teletypewriters; the newsgathering organizations would pay for those. The two advance men commandeered the
ample housing space of the deserted summer resort and arbitrarily assigned the
available rooms to the 250 correspondents expected, the eighty-plus staff personnel
and their wives. The local lumber company contributed lumber; a local carpenter was
persuaded it was an honor to build press-room partitions and platforms free. A local
Ford dealer lent a number of new Fords, including ten Thunderbirds, for the use of the
candidate’s staff. Seats and benches were contributed by the local Protestant churches
(the local Catholic church, for some delicate reason, was unwilling to do so). And
then, early on the morning of voting day, the antiaircraft gun on which the National
Guard unit of Barnstable County trains was removed from the main Armory hall; the
benches were installed; seats were assigned alphabetically to all the 250
correspondents; the monk’s cloth for the platform arrived from New York and was
hung; and the news center was ready to report.
There is a traditional profile to the outline of news on election nights in America
that is exciting and instructive, although it is also artificial, deceitful and imposed by
the mechanics of counting. Voting in America is a simultaneous act of many citizens;
by the time counting has begun, the act is over; only the sequence of tally makes it
seem like a narrative drama; yet the drama, though false, is illuminating.
Returns usually start in upper New England, as the clean white hamlets of the
northern hills, largely Protestant and overwhelmingly Republican, race each other to
hit the news wires first and enjoy a fleeting midmorning fame as their names flash in
early newspaper editions. By late afternoon returns from rural and mountain counties
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across the land begin to trickle in. Tennessee’s rural areas close their polls at four in
the afternoon; an hour later, eastern (or mountain) Kentucky begins to close its country
polls, as does rural Alabama; so do Maine precincts with fewer than 300 voters. By
this time substantial returns are in from Kansas (again, heavily Republican) where this
year separate tally sheets and separate ballots permitted some Kansas communities to
count the vote as it proceeded throughout the day. The early news reports that late
afternoon papers show as people come home from work always bear tidings of a
Republican lead.
Then, between six and seven, the tide changes. At six the polls close in urban
Alabama, rural Illinois, Indiana, Mississippi, rural Oklahoma, South Carolina, urban
Tennessee and Vermont. At 6:30 Arkansas, North Carolina and Ohio close their polls
and begin to check in. And at seven comes the deluge: the Democrats from the big-city
states.
A few minutes after seven the political silhouette of the industrial Northeast first
becomes apparent—for Connecticut, a state that closes its polls at seven, votes on
machines and counts quickly. At 7:15 the returns from Bridgeport, New Haven,
Hartford—Democratic-industrial bastions all—are pouring in. Fifteen minutes later
the slightly slower returns are totaled from the suburban towns of Fairfield County, the
bedroom of New York’s Republican executive class. Connecticut is a switch-voting
state, and when Fairfield County’s gut-Republicans balance out against the gutDemocrats of the factory towns, the first real clue to the nation’s decision shows. At
7:30 on voting day of 1956, when Bridgeport repudiated Adlai E. Stevenson, it was
instantly clear that this repudiation in a factory town meant that Eisenhower was to
sweep the country nationwide.
By the time the news systems and the commentators on TV and radio have digested
Connecticut, the other big Democratic cities of the East are beginning to flood the
wires. First Philadelphia (where polls close at 7:30) then Pittsburgh, then Chicago,
then, at nine o’clock, New York City. From nine o’clock, when New York closes its
polls, to midnight the Democratic tide reaches its peak as the big cities of Michigan,
Illinois, Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey, swamp the vote-gathering facilities of the
news networks.
Between ten and midnight the United States is politically leaderless—there is no
center of information anywhere in the nation except in the New York headquarters of
the great broadcasting companies and the two great wire services. No candidate and no
party can afford the investment on election night to match the news-gathering
resources of the mass media; and so, as every citizen sits in his home watching his TV
set or listening to his radio, he is the equal of any other in knowledge. There is nothing
that can be done in these hours, for no one can any longer direct the great strike for
America’s power; the polls have closed. Good or bad, whatever the decision, America
will accept the decision—and cut down any man who goes against it, even though for
millions the decision runs contrary to their own votes. The general vote is an
expression of national will, the only substitute for violence and blood. Its verdict is to
be defended as one defends civilization itself.
There is nothing like this American expression of will in England or France, India
or Russia or China. Only one other major nation in modern history has ever tried to
elect its leader directly by mass, free, popular vote. This was the Weimar Republic of
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Germany, which modeled its unitary vote for national leader on American practice.
Out of its experiment with the system it got Hitler. Americans have had Lincoln,
Wilson, two Roosevelts. Nothing can be done when the voting returns are flooding in;
the White House and its power will move to one or another of the two candidates, and
all will know about it in the morning. But for these hours history stops.
If the Democrats are going to win, they must have a healthy margin of several
million votes by midnight. After midnight the tide reverses itself as the farm states, the
mountain states, the Pacific Coast, all begin to check in with their traditionally
Republican tallies. Thus the profile that repeats itself every four years and creates the
arbitrary drama of election night: the afternoon and early-evening trickle of
Republican votes, the Democratic tide from the big cities between eight and midnight
and then, after midnight, the Republican counterassault.
There is little that can be done by either political leadership about these tides—
except for the opportunity of a grace note that television and radio have recently given
them. This last grace note of the campaign hinges on Connecticut. Connecticut, which
closes its polls by seven and knows its results by 7:30, has a three-hour advantage over
California, whose rhythm of the day is measured by Pacific Coast Time. When it is
eight in Connecticut, it is only five in the afternoon in California. If, as in 1956, the
early returns from Connecticut show a Republican landslide, it makes the efforts of the
Democratic poll workers in California seem hopeless, and they fade for their homes
and their headquarters to nurse their wounds among friends. If, on the contrary,
Connecticut shows a strong Democratic lead, it inspires the Democratic workers in
California—or so the theory runs—to redouble their efforts to bring the last
registrants, the laggard voters, to the polls before seven o’clock Pacific Time. The
psychology of the bandwagon, of being with the victor, may affect ten, twenty or fifty
thousand California votes; conversely, the psychology of emergency may, if there
seems the slightest hope, rush sluggards out of their homes to vote their convictions.
Both parties focus down tightly on Connecticut on election evening to transmit early
results in order to influence the California vote. (The results, historically, in 1960 were
open to two contradictory interpretations. California went for Nixon by 35,623 votes
out of 6,507,000, or one tenth of one per cent. It was won, one may argue, because
Eisenhower took to the air waves at eight o’clock Eastern Standard Time—five
o’clock Pacific Time—to counteract the Connecticut influence in California; or it was
close, one may argue, because the Democrats had so effectively prepared to get the
results there that fast.)
This is the profile, known to all.
Thus it had been an easy and leisurely afternoon in the big Armory hall, as it
slowly filled with cigarette smoke while John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon took
their naps and the nation waited for the Armory in Hyannis and the Ambassador Hotel
in Los Angeles to report what was happening. It was true that early reports showed the
New England, Appalachian and Kansas villages going solidly Republican—but that
was the normal trickle. On the other hand an early-morning phone call from Sid
Holtzman of Chicago’s Board of Elections to a Kennedy staff member reported
Holtzman’s estimate that 93 per cent of Chicago’s registered voters would vote that
day—an extraordinarily heavy vote, and thus a big-city bonus for Kennedy.
At 6:25 the Kennedy control room in the family compound fed out to the Armory
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its first shred of hard news. Early returns from Campbell County, Kentucky, which had
always voted with the winner since time out of mind, had been telephoned to the
control switchboard; with half the returns in, Campbell County counted 56 per cent for
Kennedy (5300 votes) to Nixon’s 44 per cent (4100 votes). In 1956, Republicans had
carried Campbell County by 64 per cent to the Democrats’ 36 per cent! Did this
forecast a national switch?
No one could be certain at the moment, and the news sped over the wires. (Later,
when Campbell County brought in its late returns, it was Nixon by 54.2 per cent to
Kennedy’s 45.8 per cent, the first time in history that Campbell County voted with the
loser.)
Quickly after this news came a second item, at 6:30: the Kennedy control room had
received the returns of the first complete precinct from Cleveland: Kennedy, 158;
Nixon, 121. (In 1956 the same precinct had read Eisenhower, 186, to Adlai
Stevenson’s 86.) Good.
The Armory was gay now. In Hyannis, as in Los Angeles, the correspondents
itched to be with the winner. Closeness to power heightens the dignity of all men. The
men in the Hyannis Armory felt close now. The gaiety lasted for almost half an hour.
It stumbled over the first summary total of voting figures transmitted by the AP
shortly after seven o’clock: 203,628 for Nixon and only 166,963 for Kennedy. The AP
could be ignored by the clattering typewriters, for these returns were probably the
usual early Republican trickle. What could not be discounted was the 7:15 flash from
the Columbia Broadcasting System over TV. CBS had taken as its partner on election
night the brains and resources of International Business Machines. IBM, in turn, had
engaged social scientists, mathematicians, analysts, to make a computorial model of
national voting habits, based on analysis of previous results in 500 key precincts
across the nation. Their theory was that politics was an affair of random human
particles subject, like other universes of random particles, to statistical analysis and
mathematical projection. The IBM-CBS team had made what was, perhaps, the finest
survey ever done of a scientifically selected sample of American communities and had
coded each of its 500 key precincts on a notched red card to be fed into IBM’s 7090
Computer. Each notch in a card indicated a characteristic of the community: white
collar, blue collar, rural, urban, Anglo-Saxon, Irish, German, Italian, Jewish, Negro,
Scandinavian. All data had been cross-slotted and cross-indexed so that the big
computer might scan results in an instant, compare past data with the evening’s new
reports, and come up instantly with a national projection for the evening. The
computer had been fed all necessary facts and figures—but no emotions. Now, at 7:15,
as the big machine digested the first cards and first results, it hummed its first
prediction: odds on Nixon to win, 100 to 1! And by a margin of 459 Nixon electoral
votes to Kennedy’s 78.
Gloom lasted no more than twenty minutes, for by 7:35 Connecticut had begun to
feed into the TV computers the first strength of the big-city industrial tide. From
Hartford, Connecticut, where Governor Abraham Ribicoff and State Boss John Bailey
directed the most efficient Democratic machine of the Atlantic Coast, the first returns
were now coming in from Hartford, Bridgeport, New Haven—working-class towns all
—and they were overwhelmingly Democratic. TV and wire services began to report
Boss Bailey’s prediction that Connecticut would go for Kennedy by a margin of
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